
   

West Midlands Woodturners 

March  2018 Newsletter 
 

West Midlands Woodturners is a “not for profit” company limited by guarantee. 

Registered in England and Wales. Registration No: 9419165 

Sunday 6th and  Monday 7th May Curborough Festival of Artists 

Friday11th and Saturday 12th  May “Woodworks” at Daventry 

Saturday 16th June Water Orton Carnival 

Sunday 8th July New Hall Mill. Sutton Coldfield 

Monday 27th August ( Bank Holiday ) New Hall Mill. Sutton Coldfield 

Demonstration days start at 9.15 am and conclude around 4.30 pm.  

(Setting up from 8.30 am) 

Hands On days start at 9.30 am and conclude about 4.00 pm.  

Don’t forget your lunch and a mug! 

Programme of meetings  

Venue: Water Orton Primary School, unless otherwise stated.  

    

18th March Hands On  Off centre turning  

15th April Demo: Les Thorne 

20th May Hands On 

10th June (not 3rd Sunday) Demo: Rod Page 

15th July Hands On 

19th August Demo: Jason Breach 

16th September Hands On 

21st October Demo: Paul Jones 

18th November Hands On & AGM 

16th December Demo: Steve Heeley & Christmas “buffet” 

 Programme of “outside” events 

18th March  “Hands on  

Off centre Turning” 

http://www.noturningback.co.uk
http://www.rodpage-woodturner.co.uk
http://www.jasonbreach.co.uk
http://www.pauljoneswoodturning.co.uk
http://www.steveheeley.co.uk
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The AWGB  produce a “Let’s teach turning“ Instructor Training Course 

If you are interested in this course please speak to  John Hooper or Rob 

Huxley 

Let’s Teach Turning Course 
AWGB have designed and written the “Lets teach Turning” course to 

give turners who give tuition some assistance in teaching the basics of 

woodturning at training workshops, club events such as hands on eve-

nings or the scout jamborees. 

ON completion of the self paced course, AWGB members have the op-

portunity to attend an assessment day where their teaching abilities will 

be assessed and if successful they will be awarded the AWGB Approved 

Tutor badge. Completion of the course is a pre-requisite to attending the 

assessment day. 
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Chairman’s Comments 

I found the demonstration given by Emma Cook very interesting as she 

gave us some very useful tips and advice on the techniques of wood 

carving. Listening to comments throughout the day, other members en-

joyed her demonstration as well. 

I realise that this type of demonstration does not suit everybody, but we 

do not wish to restrict what a demonstrator shows us, otherwise we 

would only have a small selection of demonstrators to choose from. 

However, it is always good to know what members would like to see in 

the future. Please let me know if there is a particular theme that you 

would like to see. 

The meeting was well supported with 54 members and 3 visitors. The 

Chairman’s Challenge had 12 excellent entries and the raffle raised £73. 

Thank you all for your support and generosity. The display table had 11 

high quality pieces, but this was a little low compared to what we have 

become used to, so please can you bring in your items for display. 

Curborough Festival of Artist’s Sunday 6th and Monday 7th May 

We will require pieces for display for this event. If any member would 

like us to sell any of their work, please price it, box it up, label and give 

to Malcolm Thorpe. 

Woodworks at Daventry Friday 11th and Saturday 12th May 

There are only two meetings before we attend Daventry so could you 

please start to bring in your pieces for us to use on the display stand. 

Could you please wrap, box and label your pieces and give to Malcolm 

Thorpe.  

As always, I need to ask for donations of items to rebuild our stock for 

the Sales and Pick-A-Peg tables. I am asking for small turned items such 

as mushrooms, bud vases, small bowls, garden dibbers, spinning tops, 

mice, etc. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

I look forward to seeing you all at our First Hands On meeting of 2018 

on the 18th March. 

Steve   

 

 

2017 Stand at Daventry  
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 Review of Emma Cook Demonstration  

By Mary Dunne 

She started turning at 16 working with Tony Wilson and started carving 

eight year ago under the guidance of Michael Painter. For the demon-

stration, she had chosen projects that combined elements of both disci-

plines. 

Her first project was a carver’s mallet. She began by explaining the dif-

ference between a European mallet made in one piece – which tends to 

delaminate under repeated stresses – and an English mallet which is in 

two pieces. The head of the mallet is made first and is treated like a bowl 

blank therefore using the end grain for 

striking. The fibres contract under pressure 

and therefore the head becomes stronger 

with use. She recommended using beech, 

apple or hornbeam (if you can find it). The 

mallet should not be too heavy because oth-

erwise repeated striking can cause strain on 

the users’ joints and tendons. The handle 

needs to fit the user’s hand comfortably.  

She had already removed the corners of a 4” by 4”piece of beech on a 

bandsaw to reduce tear-out. She mounted it between steb centres rather 

than a four prong drive/screw chuck as these dig into the wood and cre-

ate more waste areas. She used a ¼” bowl gouge rather than a roughing 

gouge to turn to size to reduce tear-out. She held the chisel at 90 degrees 

for this stage and reduced one part to size to create a reference point as 

the ghost image created by the irregular shape can induce sickness or 

trigger epilepsy for some turners. She increased the speed to 1200 and 

aimed for a tool-crisp finish to reduce sanding. She pointed out that the 

gouge essentially has a serrated edge unless stropped and polished and 

therefore higher speeds prevent grabbing and tear-out. She deals with 

any tear out at the time. 

She changed the cut to bevel-rubbing with the flute at 45 degrees, using 

the tip to produce finishing cuts. She puts her finger under the tool rest 

to steady the chisel and reduce shoulder strain.  

Next she made spigots, using two approaches. First with a bedan parting 

tool, she lifted the tool rest above centre height in order to use the bevel 

to make the cut rather than pushing the tool straight in. If the cut starts to 

“bounce” then halve it, lift the chisel handle and keep the bevel rubbing. 

The first spigot was 5-6mm because the piece was to be hollowed. This 

was mounted in the chuck then she cut the opposite spigot by using a ¼” 

bowl gouge at centre height. The parting tool was used to cut a groove at 

the appropriate distance for the jaws. This 

could be dove-tailed. Then she took the 

waste area down to size with a bowl gouge, 

revealing the spigot, and dovetailed it. The 

piece can then be drilled first or shaped first. 

She is inclined to shape first to keep maxi-

mum stability. She emphasised how the 

shape of the head is important as it needs to 

be thicker at the top so that it falls better 

when striking the carving chisel. Marking a 

reference point ¾” from the top of the piece, 

she rolled over the bottom shoulder, lifting 

the handle and rolling (like a half-bead). She 

did the same at the top edge until she had the 

required shape. She compared it to turning 

an apple. She said that it was important to 

turn the bottom of the head first since once the handle is in it sometimes 

the head looks too long and is unbalanced. The reference point was still 

on the piece at this point. A new spigot was made so that the bottom end 

could be finished. There should be a flowing line at both ends.             
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She warned that if you do have tear-out at this stage, don’t reduce the 

diameter – use sandpaper. The roughness anyway helps to connect with 

the chisel. The mallet will become polished 

with use so roughen it periodically to help 

with grip. She turned the speed down to 

400/500 to use a Forstner bit to drill for the 

handle.  Tip: she uses the swarf from the bit in 

egg boxes on a wood burner.  

The curve on the head needs to be blended, 

not flat or concave. A domed mallet head 

means that it rolls into the hand therefore sav-

ing strain/energy. She then drilled the top half 

out listening for the “pop” when the two 

drilled tracks met. It can be decorated as re-

quired and the remaining spigot can be re-

moved on the bandsaw using a V-shaped cra-

dle.  

The handle was made from a piece of ash as 

beech is too brittle. She used an 8” piece of 1 

and a 1/4” square. You need to be able to 

close hand around the handle. Carvers “flick 

the mallet”, pivoting with finger and thumb. It 

shouldn’t be too long, not extending beyond 

the wrist bone as otherwise it will dig in. Can 

be concave or convex as required, allowing 

enough space for the head plus an extra 

10mm. She used steb centres again but warned that although they don’t 

dig in, they can spin. The tool rest should be long enough to allow for 

lead-in and lead-off. Higher speed for handle – 2/3000 rpm and use a 

roughing gouge as spindle turning. Need straight grain ideally. She 

marked 10 mm from the top of the handle then marked roughly the size 

of the head. She warned that even an 8” piece can “whip” and recom-

mended using a chuck on both ends that pulls the wood for very long 

pieces.  

She marked out and turned a spigot for the 

head, the same diameter as the hole in the 

head. Correct diameter is vital. She 

warned that if the spigot is not correct, 

when you put the wedge in, the spigot can 

become oval-shaped and split through into 

the handle. She shaped the handle using a 

roughing gouge then a ¼” bowl gouge, 

adding coves and birds’ beaks by a scoop-

ing action starting at 45 degree angle and 

rolling to 90. If the wood starts to whip, 

she recommended (carefully!) putting a 

finger lightly at the far side of the piece to 

counteract the tool push. The handle was 

decorated with a few rings and 80 grit paper used to put a slight rough-

ness on the long spigot for the head. Then the handle is put into a V 

block and pushed into the band saw to cut a slot all the way down the 

long spigot to allow for a wedge to be driven in. She advised cutting the 

slot at right angles to the grain direction. Wedges can be of various 

(contrasting) timbers and can be longer or shorter. You can PVA the 

wedge for extra strength. Use sanding sealer but don’t wax it as will be 

less efficient as a mallet. 
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Her next project was a pumpkin box of which 

she had several sizes to show. This was a 

turned piece with some carving. Size of blank 

should be determined by size of jaws as the 

final procedure will require the use of internal 

jaws. Lime is the traditional carving timber and 

is “soft and forgiving”.  

Emma talked a bit about bevel angles. Her 

roughing gouge has a very short bevel because 

of her height. She has to lift the tool handle so 

keeps a short bevel. Her bowl gouge has a long 

bevel on one side and a short bevel on the oth-

er for different cuts so that she doesn’t have to 

keep changing chisels.  

She recommended choosing the orientation in 

relation to flaws in the wood. Again she used 

stub centres to prevent burrowing into soft 

wood. The speed was set at 400rpm initially 

as it was a large piece of timber and then in-

creased to 1000rpm when round. Lime is very 

dusty so she put her hand over the top of the chisel to divert the shav-

ings.  

She turned the blank to round then trued up the end with a parting tool. 

With lime there is a lot of tear-out but Italian lime is cleaner than the 

English with fewer knots. She then cut the spigots at both ends and part-

ed the lid and the base with one end mounted in the chuck as parting off 

between centres flicks the wood up and is less safe. She cuts the spigot 

on the lid to fit into the base but said that this is a preference. She talked 

about the types of parting tools available with 2mm parting knives suita-

ble for boxes and/or exotic timber where minimal waste and matching of 

grain are factors. With a 3mm parting tool, 4-5mm can be lost because 

of allowing an extra half width to prevent the tool binding. A diamond 

parting tool is flared at the edges so no relief cut is necessary but it 

doesn’t “dress” the timber as it cuts. She referred to boxes warping and 

therefore she now undercuts the stalk on the top of the lid so she can grip 

it better and remove the lid if the piece warps. She parts off just under 

halfway for the lid to allow room for the stalk. With a straight-edged 

parting tool she made a relief cut on the lid 

side. She turned the speed down because there 

was some “grabbing”, took the base off and 

put the lid in the chuck. She faced off under-

neath the lid with a spindle gouge and trued 

up using a push cut. The flute lay in the direc-

tion of the cut with the bevel along the edge 

and cutting with the tip. The inside of the lid 

was hollowed out slightly though the outside 

edges (3/4”) have to be flat or the lid won’t lie 

flat later. Emma said that a long bevel was 

needed to hollow out the lid in order to main-

tain bevel-rubbing round the inside curve and 

pointed out that it was important to know the 

diameter of the internal chucking points as the 

recess in the base has to be able to be held in expansion mode. The re-

cess in the lid was cut with a straight parting tool then taking off the ex-

cess timber. She demonstrated why she takes the heel off a bevel be-

cause after the first cut in the hollowing process, the heel of the bevel 

began to compress the fibres, making rings. She decorated the inside of 

the lid with rings. She sanded the dusty lime with 120 Abranet smeared 

with a mixture of beeswax and baby oil to create a slurry and minimise 

dust.  
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Next she trued up the top side of the base and cut 

a recess for the jam chuck. Using a parting tool 

she cut a shallow groove first to check the fit of 

the lid then went deeper. She removed some of 

the centre then used a parting tool to flatten out 

the recess. If there is a “fit” issue, wet the spigot 

and recess to swell the fibres. Can use the tail-

stock to support because any marks left will be 

carved away.  Emma shapes the outside first and 

then hollows the inside to match the outside 

shape. She used a ¼” bowl gouge (her favourite 

tool!) and rounded off the lid. She advised listen-

ing for a squeak which signals that the jam chuck 

is failing and the piece is likely to fly. Working 

at 2000 rpm, she hollowed out the inside ensur-

ing that she didn’t go deeper than the spigot to 

leave enough leeway for the stalk. She empha-

sised how important it is to move your body with 

the wood to achieve fluent curves. She made 

space in order to start turning the stalk, working 

downhill. She cut a little cove on the stalk to al-

low grip. If there is a gap between lid and base 

there will likely be break-out. She rounded out 

the bottom section to get the overall shape.  

She took the lid off, advising the use of a thin 

knife with a sharp bevel if the piece has swollen. 

Put the knife straight on the edge and tap with a 

mallet gently. Pull, don’t twist. 

 

Next she hollowed the base. She lifted the tool 

rest and started the process with a parting tool 

dead on centre. Then used the bowl gouge with 

a pull cut, hand resting on tool rest, pulling 

with fingers. Be careful not to wreck the 

chucking point. She explained that a bowl 

gouge is made from a milled bar with the flute 

gouged out whereas a spindle gouge is milled flatter before the groove 

and therefore will start to flex under pressure – hence the screaming 

noise. She then switched to a hollowing tool and talked about the various 

types. She can’t get to grips with the Crown hollowing tool but likes the 

Simon Hope one with a square bar and likes to use a swan neck one. 

The next stage was carving the outside of the box. She talked about the 

types of chisels needed for carving and how buying a pre-packaged set 

was a waste of money as many of them never got used. She advised hav-

ing a flat gouge which is polished both sides, a 5mm fluter which is U-

shaped and different on both sides allowing 2 cuts in one and several 

steel fish tail gouges which flare out. Thickness is important – too thick 

will take too long to sharpen, too thin will bend. She grinds away the 

heel of the bevels (except a skew chisel) so they will glide. Carving chis-

els generally have 21-22 degree bevels. She advised checking that the 

flutes have been ground down the centre of the bar as some are offset 

and then you can’t get an edge. The fluter chis-

els are used with one hand on the shaft, thumb 

up on handle with hand/arm on the work for 

support. The other hand on the handle acts as a 

brake. Make a twisting cut producing little curls 

with light taps of the mallet. To carve the 

pumpkin, mark at intervals of 1”-3/4” – can use 

an indexing ring on the lathe. Sketch out the 
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grooves in the pumpkin with the fluter. Then 

using a flat gouge (or a V-cut gouge) create a 

line down groove being careful not to carve 

too deep. Then mark in the face using trian-

gles for eyes, nose and mouth. Could drill 

first within the diameter of the triangle then 

carve out. She then finished the bottom of the 

box holding the box on the ridges to give ex-

tra strength with the internal jaws grip. She 

used very careful cuts with the bowl gouge as 

the box had warped. She finished the box 

with 240 and 320 grit and food safe oil.  

Lastly, she made a platter as a technical exer-

cise in carving circles. She had a heart-shaped 

piece of lime and found the centre by eye. 

Mounting between steb centres at a moderate 

speed to start, she trued up the back side 

working from the outside edge in because of 

the shape. She created quite a deep (5mm) 

chucking point because lime crushes easily. 

She reduced the outside edge and created an 

ogee shape, constantly checking the thickness 

as it is easy to over-turn when you have miss-

ing sections in the shape. She used a ¼” bowl 

gouge with swept-back wings and made quite 

hefty pull cuts initially. Then she blended the 

curves turning the speed up and using the tip 

of the cutting edge. She dealt with some tear-

out as it occurred. Then it was ready for sand-

ing. She turned it round and chucked it.      

She produced a shallow facing slightly 

dished shape and then showed two types of 

jig – one made of beech with a rounded 

shallow bowl shaped underside fastened to a 

face plate and an old towel (for friction) 

glued on the rounded side. The other was 

made of MDF and packing material glued 

on to it. 

She then started to carve circles on the in-

side of the platter. The initial cuts can be 

made diagonally or cross-grain. The right 

hand is on the handle of the mallet, the left 

hand on the shaft of the chisel. The mallet 

should strike with the end grain and she puts 

a thumb notch in the handle.  

She had a jig with three wooden buttons an-

gled at one end which slotted over the edges 

of the platter so that it was held firm. Emma 

demonstrated how to carve grain from every angle marking up the plat-

ter like a row of straws to indicate the grain. The platter was divided into 

sections and in each section cuts were made from right to middle of the 

section and then left to middle, gradually widening. She carved in this 

way all the way up through each section following a circular track. She 

decorates these carved platters with gem stones. 

Emma finished the demonstration by talking about how she carved her 

showpiece dragon, working from drawings and plasticine models, and 

about the problems she encountered and their solutions. 

It was a very lively and informative demonstration from a very enthusi-

astic turner and carver, which members seemed to thoroughly enjoy. 
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     February 

    Display Table 

    See website for index 

       https://www.wmwoodturners.org.uk  

  

   

 

 

 

Cliff’s Corner  

  On his one hundredth birthday, an old man was visited by a reporter from his 

local newspaper. 

“How have you managed to live so long? 

“Well young man, when we got married, my wife and I agreed that if we had 

arguments the loser would go for a long walk to get over being angry.  

I was twenty– one at the time. 

I suppose I have benefited from seventy-nine years of fresh air. 

 

—————————————————————————————————— 
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1st Place: Dave Evans  2nd Place:  Mary Dunne 3rd Place: 

   

Intermediate Group:   Carvers Mallet (4 entries ) 

1st Place: Rob Huxley  2nd Place:  Graham Hunt 3rd Place:  Chris Jones / Gavin Morrice  

   

Advanced Group:   Cup & Saucer ( 5 entries) 

1st Place:  Malcolm Thorpe 2nd Place:  Tim Davies 3rd Place:  Ted Gill 

   

Chairman’s Challenge Results:  February 2018 

Novice Group: Plain Bowl  150 ( 2 Entries ) 
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                      Chairman’s Challenge : April 

                             

                               Novice Group                  

 Napkin rings  

 

 

  

                                

                                     Intermediate Group 

  Apple and Pear   

                                         

 

 

 

                                   Advanced Group                                            

 Vase turned thin and coloured  

 Or pierced or both   

  

Chairman’s Challenge : March 

                              Novice Group                  

 Pencil Pot  

  

                                   Intermediate Group 

  Ring Stand 

                                        Advanced Group                                            

 Two-tier cake stand 

If you don’t have time to get your item made ready for  the March meeting, could you make a start on  an item for April ? 
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Through the Keyhole  

Our second visit through the keyhole we visit Keith Lanchester 

    

In 2002 I was offered a Union Graduate lathe from a local school and as 

I had been spending a lot of my spare time for probably the previous ten 

years or so making wooden toys and automata my journey into 

Woodturning began… 

In the very early days I had a couple of ‘Near misses’ with quite large 

lumps of wood leaving the lathe at speed so ventured to Craft Supplies 

in Millers Dale (remember them folks?) for a weekends tuition with 

Mick Hanbury. What a revelation! I found out what I was doing wrong 

and my ‘White knuckle ride’ turned into a joyful experience. The fol-

lowing year I returned to Craft Supplies and furthered my learning under 

the watchful eye of Ken Allen who then persuaded me to join Mid Staffs 

Turners in Rugeley (Ken is a founder member) and from there I was per-

suaded to join WMWT by Derek Pyatt. 

During this time I met Jimmy Clewes and saw him demonstrate several 

times and was so impressed with his work and style I went to County 

Durham five times for tuition with him (before he left for the States). 

Since then I have been to Phil Irons near Strat-

ford upon Avon for tuition four times with an-

other course booked in the near future. 

Following my last visit to Phil Irons I am ex-

perimenting more with colour and staining and 

have invested in new spray equipment to finish 

my work with waterborne lacquer to give a 

glass like, high gloss finish. 

I have tried turning a wide and varied range 

of items from pens and key rings, through 

bowls, apples and hollow forms, right up to 

a pair of eight inch square by fifteen inch 

tall table lamp bases from reclaimed oak 

posts. I have also presented a lot of demon-

strations, both at the West Mid’s and also 

other clubs as far afield as Bristol! I really 

enjoyed the demonstrations but have 

stopped due to ‘elf’n’safety and insurance. I 

regularly man one of the club lathes at 

Hands On days and try to encourage newer 

members to try different styles of turning. I 

set up the (excellent) camera system for the 

club over six years ago and am pleased as it 

still receives praise from visiting demon-

strators! 

My favourite types of work at the moment 

are deep hollowing, natural edge and off 

centre pieces like wall plaques but I still try 

and keep my hand in at other styles of turn-

ing. My least favourite is spindle turning as 

I have never really mastered the skew and 

consequently it is my very last resort as a tool! 

In 2007 I moved my workshop into a large log cabin in our back garden 

and have since changed my Union Graduates (Yes, I ended up with 

two!) for a beautiful pair of Vicmarc lathes. I have a small VL100 and a 

very large VL300 so can tackle a very wide range of projects, or even 

two at the same time. I also have an assortment of chucks, all with dif-
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ferent jaws, and other face plates, mandrels and screw chucks, so have 

been able to successfully ‘chuck’ whatever project I have embarked on. 

Other equipment in my workshop includes, in 

no particular order, a Record BS500 Bandsaw 

(with 11” depth of cut), a DeWalt Thicknesser, 

a Record Dust Extractor, a very old Axminster 

Chip collector, 2 Pillar Drills, a Microclene 

Ambient Air Filter, Apollo HVLP Spray Sys-

tem, Air Brush and Compressor, and many, 

many hand and power tools! Oh yes, and a 

Chainsaw! 

And finally, my favourite pieces. Obviously 

the very first pieces I turned on my first course, 

a lidded box and a bowl. Then a half size hat and Oriental Style box I 

turned on courses with Jimmy and two natural edged, stained and lac-

quered hollow forms from a course with Phil.   
     
  

Many Thanks to Keith for  Sharing his  experience of  moving into 

wood turning after many years of making wooden toys. 

————————————————————————————— 

 

I am looking for more volunteers to share their experiences of wood 

turning for the next issues of the news letter.  

Please contact me if you are interested in taking part 

Rob      
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 If you have any articles or information on Wood Turning that 

you feel would benefit other member’s of the club, please  for-

ward them to me and I will consider them for publication in the 

Club Newsletter  

Rob  

Editor@wmwoodturners.org.uk 


